Baker 'receptive' to reinstating open house

Poly Royal proposal given thumbs up by others

By John Hubbell
News Editor

Cal Poly President Warren Baker said Monday he is receptive to a plan to revive "all of the good" of Poly Royal as early as next spring, fueling hopes that the university is now only weeks away from reinstating its annual festival.

"There clearly is an interest inside the university... to reinstitute something like Poly Royal," Baker said.

And perhaps bring back the "Poly Royal" name, as well. Baker said that the name has "a lot of good history," and that he is "not opposed" to reviving the slogan.

Baker's comments came just days after a committee of campus and city leaders endorsed a two-page proposal for a new version of the event, tentatively dubbed as a university-wide "open house."

According to the proposal, the new Poly Royal would last two days and be centered around a positive theme. Booths and displays would serve as an opportunity for on-campus groups to raise money by selling T-shirts and other items.

San Luis Obispo Police Chief Jim Gardner and the student body presidents of Cuesta College and Cal Poly, as well as other city and campus officials, have all approved the document, which was authored by two Cal Poly students.

"I think it is a good place to start," Baker said. "I think all of the good that occurred (at Poly Royal), we'd like to capture and find a way in which we can recreate that."

Poly Royal was a decades-old tradition in which the university's departments, clubs and students participated in a four-day celebration. The event buoyed local tourism and helped promote the university's reputation and recruitment.

But the event was canceled in 1990 after rowdy crowds clashed with police in two nights of rioting. Many students—most of them from out of town—were arrested in the tumult.

Baker said he feels the university and the community would now be able to head off problems before they develop.

"It's quite good for the community if we can avoid the problems that we had with disruptions," Baker said. "And I think we probably are better prepared and better understand how to do that with the community. So I am encouraging that kind of discussion."

ASI President Kristin Burnett and Hazel Scott, the university's vice president for student affairs, are scheduled to discuss the "open house" concept within two weeks. They hope to forward a polished, more detailed proposal to Baker, who holds the power of final approval.

Bost will make the final pitch for Baker to reinstate the event. But the president may not be a hard sell, she said Tuesday.

"The President has said all this before."

---

Poly student learns by doing — marijuana

By Peter Hartlaub
Editor in Chief

Like most students on campus, "Stimpy" recounts the motto of Cal Poly like a reflex: "Learn by doing."

But the outlet to which he is applying his hands-on education is unique.

Stimpy grows a healthy-looking crop of marijuana in a small alcove in his house. He harvests nearly every four months for personal use and to give to friends. He estimated each crop yields about five ounces.

"Yeah, I'd say Cal Poly has definitely taught me some better marijuana growing skills," Stimpy said.

Stimpy grows a healthy-looking crop of marijuana in a small alcove in his house. He harvests nearly every four months for personal use and to give to friends. He estimated each crop yields about five ounces.

Stimpy grows a healthy-looking crop of marijuana in a small alcove in his house. He harvests nearly every four months for personal use and to give to friends. He estimated each crop yields about five ounces.

While Stimpy declined to state his major, he said it was one that has "facilitated" the extensive marijuana-growing skills he has acquired.

"I get better each year— I learn a few new techniques," he said. "I love to garden and growing marijuana turned me on to more in growing all plants."

Stimpy currently has five full-grown plants and 14 "clones"— duplicate plants that have been carefully chosen, clipped and replanted. Among those are:

| Plants like these are cultivated by a number of marijuana growers, some of whom are students utilizing the skills they learn in class. |
|---|---|---|

1. Have you ever used marijuana? Yes: 89 No: 36
2. Of those who have tried it, do you currently use marijuana? Yes: 31 No: 58
4. What is your age? Average age: 22
5. How old were you when you first experimented with marijuana? Average age: 18
6. Have you ever purchased marijuana in San Luis Obispo County? Yes: 23 No: 102
7. Have you ever purchased marijuana in San Luis Obispo County? Yes: 70 No: 55
8. Are you under the effects of marijuana at this moment? Yes: 5 No: 124

135 POLY STUDENTS SURVEYED

---
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A grisly search for bodies of cultists began Tuesday amid the compound's ashes / page two
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Agents search rubble; post-siege investigation planned

Waco, Texas

Some doomsday cultists may have been shot trying to flee "Ranch Apocalypse" before others started the inferno that left scores dead, investigators searching the still-smoldering ruins said Tuesday.

Whatever happened in the final hours at the Branch Davidian compound Monday, federal agents said responsibility for the carnage rests solely with the group's leader, David Koresh.

"He killed those he controlled," President Clinton said at the White House. Koresh and 85 others were believed to have died in the fire that ended the cult's 51-day standoff with federal agents; there were nine survivors, four of whom remained hospitalized Tuesday.

Investigators began pulling bodies out of the rubble, but were slowed because

"There might have been people killed who were trying to get out of the compound."

FBI Agent Jeff Jamar

ammunition was still cooking and exploding in the wreckage, said FBI agent Jeff Jamar. Officials said it could take two weeks to gather all the evidence.

"Most of the 21 (children released earlier) have lost at least one parent, and some have lost both parents in the fire," said Stewart Davis, a spokesman for the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services.

"We are working to place these children on a temporary and eventually a permanent basis that will be in their own best interests."

At the compound, early searches indicated that some of them may have been killed by gunfire before the blaze began, Jamar said.

One body with a gunshot wound was found in the remains of the buildings, but it was uncertain when that person was shot, Jamar said. "There might have been people killed who were trying to get out of the compound," he said.

Jamar refused to comment on reports that the FBI had a listening device planted inside the compound before the assault began.

FBI spokesman Bob Ricks said there was speculation but no confirmation that cult members poisoned the children to ease the terror and pain of the end.

At least one burned body found several feet away from compound buildings was removed Monday. Justice of the Peace James Collier said identifying dead cultists would prove difficult. "I'm sure a lot of them, especially the children, are going to be totally cremated," he said.

Jamar and other FBI agents have said they believe many cultists gathered in a concrete "kinderblock" room at the center of the compound before the fire. Collier said cultists may have been spread throughout the compound when the fire began.

News Briefs

Study: Welfare program works

San Francisco, Calif.

California's welfare-to-work program has helped boost welfare recipients' earnings and saved taxpayers 55 cents for every dollar invested in the program, officials said.

Greater Avenues for Independence, or GAIN, boosted welfare recipients' earnings by an average $785 over the past two years. At the same time, welfare payments were reduced $630, according to a study by Manpower Demonstration Research Corp. of New York.

GAIN participants saw their earnings rise an average of 21 percent over the past two years for single-parent families and 15 percent for two-parent families, according to the study, which was released Tuesday.

At the same time, welfare payments to single-parent families dropped 6 percent and 7 percent for two-parent families, the study said.

Most of the participants are single women with children. "It is critical that we put our resources behind methods that are working," Eloise Anderson, director of the state Department of Social Services, said in a statement.

Anderson said that GAIN saves taxpayers 55 cents for every dollar invested in the program. The program is expected to receive $64 million from the federal government, $41 million from the state and $17 million from the counties.

Jobs bill faces GOP opposition

Washington, D.C.

President Clinton's jobs bill seemed all but dead Tuesday as Senate Republicans reaffirmed their rock-solid opposition to it.

Barring an unexpected new effort at compromise by Clinton, the GOP unity meant that the legislation had virtually no chance in the Senate.

And that leaves Clinton staring at what would be his first major legislative defeat.

Clinton says the measure would create jobs during a still uncertain economic recovery. Republicans say the measure would pile billions of dollars onto record budget deficits while doing little for the economy.

"The people of the country are behind us," said Sen. Larry Pressler, R-S.D. "They're excited about cutting spending. We've got an issue and we shouldn't let go of it."

Compiled from Associated Press Reports

A vote is the first step in democratic participation. Don't miss a step, vote Right Now. It means everything! With over an eight million dollar budget, who do you want to manage YOUR ASI fees?
Letter-writing campaign focuses on fee hike

By Sharon Wiebe
Staff Writer

To Alberto's, a popular college eatery also known simply as "T.A.'s," is closing its 791 Foothill Blvd. location and moving down the road. The new To Alberto's will be located at 295 Santa Rosa St., which previously housed Bonds' Buns & Burgers.

Owner Alberto Hernandez said he hopes to keep the Foothill location open until the end of April. Hernandez said he hopes to open Tio Alberto's at its new location on May 1, but feels it is more likely to open May 7 or 8.

Hernandez said the primary reason for the move is the type of lease, if the business does better the landlord gets a cut of the profits. "The landlord has a reputation for not being a real terrific guy to do business with," Hernandez said.

Hernandez said other reasons for the move include parking and an uncooperative landlord. Hernandez said the landlord has a reputation for not being a real terrific guy to do business with," Hernandez said.

Hernandez said the landlord once accused him of not ringing up purchases in an attempt to avoid paying the percentage lease. "The way the customer pays first and then gets his food guarantees the landlord that he will get his cut," Hernandez said.

Tio Alberto's will close its Foothill Plaza location and move to a site on Santa Rosa Street in May. Tio Alberto's will offer "higher education at all," said Nicole Brown, AIF's academic coordinator. Brown said the letters should focus on how the CSUs are key to California's future.

Hernandez said he plans for education in taxes and through fees.

The campaign, which originated with ASI President Kristin Burnett, is an attempt to gain the attention of the state legislature. Burnett said, "What we're trying to do is draw attention to that.

UC Santa Barbara was the first campus to start a letter-writing campaign to state legislators, according to Mark Milstein, a member of UCSB's Associated Student Legislative Council. He said that last quarter, students wrote more than 256 letters, which made lawmakers "listen a little closer" to their concerns.

Cal Poly's campaign, at this point, is being conducted independently of other CSU campuses.

In addition to the campaign, entitled "Where Our Common Cents Go," a trip to Sacramento is scheduled in May to present the letters to legislators, Burnett said. Burnett said the group going on the trip should be a cross-section of the campus and include students of different majors, financial backgrounds and ethnicities.

The goal of Cal Poly's campaign is to get letters from diverse sources, such as campus clubs, parents and any others who may be interested, Brown said.

Letters can be submitted to the ASI Executive Office #217A. Those interested in going on the trip to Sacramento in May can contact ASI.
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ARRESTED?
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By Mark Roland

It was a time when students have to pay more tuition, based on Baker's fallacious "national policy of education." Baker bluntly demands a $20,000 closet expansion (please tell me that he doesn't own 2,000 pairs of shoes) and a $10,000 fence around the bustling on campus, all the better not to see you, the students. This money is from taxpayers to support his how-long-have-I-been-out-of-touch lifestyle basically a trip to Antarctica during his monarchic reign at Cal Poly, and no one could tell he was good.

Which brings me to point one: dump Baker and replace him with an elected president. I suggest that letters be written to Baker by students: "Dear Sir: We believe that your talents would better serve the students in a science classroom as a teacher. And while you're leaving the presidency for teaching, where you belong, please move to an apartment in the city as your residence for cooperation in the endeavor to improve education at Cal Poly."

Students in control would be fair to the teachers regarding their textbook prices. Under the current money-centered and cronyism-ridden, textbook验bookers are overpriced. For instance, the 'En Contacts' text and workbook required for Spanish costs $76.50; a non-electronic text called "Convocational Spanish," which covers e-equivalent material, costs only $69.95 but $60.05 (yes, with a single syllable) in the same bookstore, 50 pages away on the El Corral Bookstore language shelf.

The Spanish professors had a department meeting to decide on textbooks. Formal logic studies might help these professors. Did the discussion turn toward $70 a book and $7 a book? Go back to the drawing board again and see if you can come up with the right answer. In fact, the tuition increase could be paid for by economic selection of textbooks. Students in charge would keep textbooks to less than $20 per class. The grumping of students is so ruthless that I talked with one student in Kincos who was duplicating a $70 textbook page by page - it's cheaper than buying another!

Are the bells in the carillon tower chiming? Students are adults who happen to be in college, which does not mean automatic disenfranchisement. The monarchical view is that you students can play with clay democracy, pretend to have "elections," and act democracy as long as it doesn't count.

This is how the sovereign counts votes: 17,000 equals 0. All student votes do not matter; the vote of the college president speaks all. Who died and apo- pointed Baker king?

Democracy died - Baker's working belief is; you have democracy subject to my approval. My working belief is; you have democracy, subject to YOUR approval. Put the cans in the wheel of power; get in Baker, elect an ASI President and Board under the assumption that they actually could be governing the university, take petitions to professors about keeping textbooks under $20 a class with hundreds of signatures for department heads, demand that teachers show the validity of their texts and grades (which are presently invalid, arbitrary and inaccurate, especial- ly in the mathematical fallacy of computing GPA to the hundredth of a point!), and pass a proposi- tion such as I introduced a decade ago for student govern- ance by elected president and selected board.

My watch tells me it's time to go.

Mark Roland is an adult-education teacher in San Luis Obispo.

Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 words and include the author's name, phone number and major or occupation. Letters should be typed, double spaced, and not exceed one page. Letters must be submitted to the Mustang Daily editorial office, Graphic Arts Building, room 226, or by electronic mail to address bbailey@trumpet.calpoly.edu.
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STIMPY

From page 1

three strains of marijuana: Cetiva, Indica and a hybrid of (marijuana) is out there and more favored plants, he refers to

"A lot of teachers know (marijuana) is out there and know people are applying what they learn to it. One of my classes even let me bring in plant samples and look at cell structures under a microscope."

"Stimpy," SLO grower laboratory exams.

While Holland admitted it may be possible for students to use the open labs to observe the plant, he added nothing concerning marijuana growth ever comes up in biological science classes. Stimpy said he started growing marijuana in a windowell of the Cal Poly dorms. Feeling con-

"It affects the quality, and it's nice to know you're not killing the soil. Miracle Gro would thrash on the soil after a year or so."

After the plants start producing buds — the most chemically potent part of the plant, the source of marijuana's high — Stimpy fertilizes with "guano," or bat excrement.

"It's a nice little low-key place," he said.

Before the plants start budding, Stimpy uses Whitney Farms all-purpose organic fertilizer. Whitney Farms is the only organic fertilizer available in the area.

"They're using potting soils and pots. We don't condone it, we don't push it at all, but we can generally tell what's going on."

Pat Hughes, Pacific Home Do-It Center

six years. He has a simple philosophy about the people who come in asking him strange questions about timing lights and fertilizers:

"The less I know about them, the better I am."

Hughes said that while supplies for marijuana growing are bought throughout the store, purchases in the nursery section are limited.

"They're using potting soils and pots. We don't condone it, we don't push it at all, but we can generally tell what's going on," he said.

Hughes, who has worked in nurseries since the 1960's, says some people are "more obvious" than others when buying supplies.

"We'll get telephone calls and they want prices on soils, fluorescent lights, timers and pots," he said. "There's no real question. You know exactly what they're doing."

Hughes said San Luis Obispo County narcotics agents have come in to Pacific Home Do-It Center to check on what the center is selling, trying to trace evidence from drug busts.

"We have had narcotics agents come in trying to ask what I sell after they make a big arrest. But none of it has ever come from here. We know that as a fact."

Hughes said the people who come in to make purchases for the purpose of cultivating marijuana are mostly small-time growers.

"They're using potting soils and pots. We don't condone it, we don't push it at all, but we can generally tell what's going on."

Pat Hughes, Pacific Home Do-It Center
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From page 1 along that he wasn’t opposed to re-establishing Poly Royal if all the elements were in place,” Scott said. “It sounds like the this elements are falling into place.”

“I am as enthusiastic as everyone else about the possibility,” she continued. “I think everybody would be really happy if we could bring back the good elements. That’s a win-win for everybody.”

There have been recent attempts by the university to host events styled after Poly Royal, including open houses and a homecoming in fall.

Open houses have provided some success to individual colleges, according to Baker. But many student-club leaders said fall’s homecoming was far from a success, and some clubs — which have languished without the financial boost Poly Royal provided — even lost money.

From her office late Tuesday, Barnett said students’ reverent behavior in recent years has helped bring the event back.

“Students brought it back by keeping their nose clean for four years,” said a jubilant Barnett. “I’m excited. This is ... a huge opportunity for us to regain some respect with the community.”

Staff writer Silas Lyons contributed to this story.
**STIMPY**

From page 5

"I think we're talking about people that are growing three or four plants," Hughes said.

Stimpy said he feels that there is a correlation between the number of marijuana growers and the number of active users of the drug.

"It seems that everyone I know who smokes a lot has grown in the past if they're not growing now," he said.

"This is a tight town," Stimpy said. "(The police) are not liberal, but I don't think they're too concerned about the small-time growers."

Paul King, task force commander of the SLO County Narcotics Task Force did not define a "small-time dealer."

"It doesn't mean much to me if someone has one plant," he said. "I've seen one plant that's 18 feet tall and weighed several pounds."

King said the claim of "personal use" also has an undercurrent.

"You definitely get different highs from different plants," Stimpy said.

Cetiva's a good daytime dope and Indica is a good nighttime. It has a fruity bouquet."

Ren, also a Cal Poly student, helps Stimpy sample the different strains and pick the new samples to be classified.

"I had a person once who had 60 plants — each one of them six feet tall. They said this was for their personal use. That would work out to an ounce a day of personal use for every day of the year."

While King said the task force does not disclose what types of growers the Narcotics Task Force targeted, he said that "it's not a shortage approach."

"The only variable is, we do prioritize our work. Whichever way we can," King said. "Our first concern is for people who are selling drugs, and marijuana falls into that category. We take each case on its own merits."

King added that the law makes it difficult to go after people who grow four plants or 40. "That's always the bottom line: it's illegal," King said.

Stimpy's roommate, "Ren," said that he worries sometimes about the police, but that he is more than tolerant of the activities going on in his house. "Actually, I'm into (the plants) a lot. I'm not a total stoner but I dig him growing them," he said.
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2BD 2BA

Classified

Campus Clubs
Alexa Moore
The Mustang Staff
"Do the Right Thing: Ethnicity and Age in the Global Media"
Women's Studies 4174
Monday April 26 7pm Bldg 52-E27
CP Teacher Society Meeting
421 2nd St Bldg 224
Also Come in Lecture 622 and meet new Ed Faculty
EPISCOPAL STUDENTS PLEASE JOIN US IN CELEBRATING THE Eucharist WITH CAN BISHOP AT 11:00AM IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING SUNDAY FEB. 17th
MODERN DANCE PERFORMANCE
Saturday April 24 at 11:00am in the Art Auditorium
GOLDEN KEY
Clerks and Cashier UCB 304 Resume workshop. Talent contest
SCE
Office Ed: 543-8199 Today, Blog 13-14 at 7:30

Announcements

CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
For Trade Credit Small Credit
Cash For Comics & Gaming Items
The SUB-COMIC POSTER
543-1375

CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED
RECYCLED ITEMS IN 500 HUGUER
Tag Sale $10's only $12.00 We pay the most for old video games, videos,Cassette Tapes, Records, Books, DVDs, Games, Collectibles etc.
Please call 549-0593 or 546-0696

FREE CDK, email campus Rep space available on photos if you want to advertise your group on campus!
Music for Sale:
EXCLUSIVE GLAMOUR STAR WARS BAND

GOLDEN KEY

NEW CONDO.

3 blocks from campus CA.
1 Ca. Ave
2BD 2BA

GOLDEN KEY

NEW CONDO.

3 blocks from campus CA.
1 Ca. Ave
2BD 2BA

Greek News

ZTA
Lauren Price
Your big sis is watching you!

Lost & Found
FOUNGT CAT
BLACK FEMALE, KI.S GREEN EYES.
RED PUPPY'S Collar.
JUNE 20 AT 2PM IN THE AOS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY AT 11:00AM

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS KENNEDY LIBRARY, BLACK ARTS CENTER, BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE, 1000 1YR AVL JUNE OR SEPT
REWARD
DEHLEUN (INDIANA) USNISDIN PAUL MORO BOOG STRIP BOOG STRIP BOOG STRIP BOOG STRIP
GO TO THE CAMPUS STORE TO GET THE OFFICIAL COVER FOR THE BLOW-OUT SCHEDULE!

Patients Wanted
DEHLEUN: INDIANAN (INDIANAN) PAUL BOOG MOOR BOOG SOUT BOOG STRIP
(818) 850-3000 ASK FOR 1010X
TO ORDER THE BLOW-OUT SCHEDULE!

FREEDOM FOUNDATION FREE FREEDOM FOUNDATION
1200 1YR AVL JUNE OR SEPT
CALL 331-1360 FOR MORE INFORMATION

STUBBY the KANGAROO
FREE rooms for female who can live with others. Must call before end of term

400-932-3369 Ext. 30

Opportunities

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY TIME TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, 9AM TO 9PM, FOR INFORMATION ON COLLEGE PLACEMENTS!

FREE ESL CONVERSATION Improve your speech idioms pronunciation

BREAKFAST WITH OUR BISHOP ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY
EUCHARIST WITH OUR BISHOP-
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE, AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS KENNEDY LIBRARY, BLACK ARTS CENTER, BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE, 1000 1YR AVL JUNE OR SEPT

SOUTH ROYAL HILL, SLO, CA.

For Sale
H2O SKIERS!!
Brand new double hi-wrap w/case and small hi-wrap w/case.

For Sale
NEW CARPETING AVL. SEPT 1 FOR 4 BD 2BA POOL CUTE HOUSE IN NICE NEIGHBORHD WALK TO SCHOOL 2BD 2BA POOL

SALE!

Cedar Creek Furnished Condo 3BD 3BA PoCo

Cedar Creek Furnished Condo 3BD 3BA PoCo

SATURDAY 1ST PLACE,on the CAT.

Cedar Creek Furnished Condo 3BD 3BA PoCo

SALE!

Cedar Creek Furnished Condo 3BD 3BA PoCo

SATURDAY 1ST PLACE,on the CAT.
To advertise, contact Jeff Hollister or any of our advertising representatives at 756-1143.

COMING MAY 4

STUDY SMARTER...NOT HARDER
Sue Davidson PhD • 544-6753 • Davidson Learning Helps

Woodside
APARTMENTS

Private Bedrooms from $275!

Private rooms starting from $275. Lowest prices since 1980. Now accepting applications for the 1993-94 academic year. 90% off 2 and 12 month leases in three and four bedroom apartments. Personal rooms on individual and group leases are available in split and full floor apartments. Personalized roommate matching on individual leases, or put your own group together and sign one lease. Close to Cal Poly, five minute walk to Cuesta and shopping. Call for more information or stop by for a tour today.

200 N. Santa Rosa (at Foathill) • 544-7007

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

SOFTMATE EW......................... $19.99
B & L 03 & 04............................ $19.99

OFFER GOOD 'TIL 4/30/93

MON.-WED. 9:00-5:00
VARIUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
349-3409 • 216 W. Main St., Santa Maria

Wildlands Studies
San Francisco State University
Extended Education

SUMMER/FALL/WINTER '93-'94

EARN 3-14 UNITS
pining wilderness research teams worldwide for
on-site studies to
protect endangered
wildlife and
threatened
wildlands.

WILDLANDS STUDIES:
(707) 632-5665
3 Mosswood Cir., Cazadero, CA 95421

GET THE HAIRCUT YOU WANT FOR ONLY $7.95
Reg. $9.00
WITH YOUR STUDENT ID.
VALID ON TUESDAYS, WEDNESDAYS & THURSDAYS

SUPER CUTS
HOW DO YOU WANT YOUR HAIR CUT?

MADONNA PLAZA
265 MADONNA RD, SLO, CA 93401 PH#(805)549-8588

TECHNOLOGY EXHIBIT

OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF

SPONSORED BY ELCO

APRIL 26-27 CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM BOTH DAYS